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Abstract 

Auditory visual spatial registration is a prerequisite for any subsequent data 

fusion. This paper describes an algorithm for autonomous learning of a 
common auditory visual perceptual space. 
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1 Introduction 

With the recent emergence of multi-media information systems comes the 
potential for the synergistic assimilation of data from multiple sensory chan-
nels. Sight and sound are arguably those modalities of greatest importance 

for human/machine communication. Developing algorithms for exploiting 
auditory visual multisensor integration and fusion is one of our main goals 

here at ATR. 
The importance of auditory visual interaction has long been recognized 

in the experimental psychology community. However it is only relatively 

recently that attempts have been made to exploit such interactions for im-

proving the man/machine interface [19] [13]. This being mainly due to the 

prohibitively expensive nature of both the necessary input devices and com-
putational hardware. However, recent advances in both technologies now per-

mit a new level of sophistication for practical multisensor data fusion [18] [17]. 
Interest in auditory visual data fusion arises primarily from the obser-

vation that auditory and visual information sources are complementary and 
any noise sources largely orthogonal. Humans in particular are highly adept 
at exploiting both the complementary and redundant information provided 
by their eyes and ears, relying heavily on visual cues in acoustically noisy, 

ambiguous or reverberant environments [15] [2]. Constructing multisensory 

systems with both acoustic and visual inputs will facilitate the perception of 

features which are difficult or impossible to obtain independently from either 
modality in isolation. 

However in order to exploit the synergistic combination of both acoustic 
and visual information it is important that object perception occur within 

a common perceptual space. For example, the perceived visual location of 

a speaker's mouth should coincide with the perceived acoustic locus of any 

uttered sounds. This perceptual spatial registration is a fundamental prereq-
uisite for any subsequent data fusion. 

To date the question as to how to achieve such spatial registration has 

been largely ignoreg. Typically it is assumed that the object of interest is 
trivially centered in both the acoustic and visual fields. Learning the spatial 

correspondence between randomly located objects is still an open research 
issue. 

Given the seemingly effortless way in which humans and animals both 
learn and exploit auditory visual spatial registration we begin with a brief 
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overview of the relevant psychophysiological literature. The reader should 
be aware however that this summary is far from comprehensive and reflects 

mainly the interests and familiarity of the authors. 

2 Visual factors in human auditory spatial 

perception 

The acoustic sensory space does not project directly onto the sensory surface 
of the ear, as it does for example in the case of the eye. As a consequence the 
auditory system is forced to derive spatial information indirectly from such 
cues as inter-aural time delays and inter-aural intensity differences. Given 

however that these spatial cues depend on both the size and shape of the 
head and ears, how is the cue/position mapping learnt and maintained? The 
evidence summarized in this section suggests that perceived acoustic spatial 

location is directly influenced by perceived visual location. 

Experimental psychologists have long been studying the influence of vi-

sual factors in human auditory spatial perception. Some of the earliest doc-
umented experiments were those in which subjects visual worlds were "re-

versed" by means of 180 degree rotating prismatic glasses [3] [16]. After 

a few days of continuously wearing such glasses subjects found that sounds 
were localized as coming from where the source was seen, as opposed to its 
real physical location. 

A variation of the above theme employed a "pseudophone" to reverse the 

subjects auditory field by 180 degrees [21]. In the absence of vision, it was 
found that sound localization was similarly reversed. Yet with normal sight 

sounds were heard as originating from their real locations. More recently in 

a less extreme version of the above experiments it has been shown that a 

subject's auditory mid-line setting for dichotically-presented clicks is also di-

rectly influenced by visual displacements produced by prismatic glasses [11]. 
In another experiment subjects were sat stationary in the center of a ro-

ta ting circular screen [20]. After a while, due to the motion in their visual 
field, the subjects perceived themselves as rotating in the opposite direc-

tion to the screen. After this state of self-induced ego-movement had been 

attained, a sound was played at some distance beyond the screen from di-

rectly in front. However, subjects perceived the sound source as originating 
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vertically above, this being a location in which the relative position of the 
sound source would remain fixed if the subjects really were in motion, as 

they believed themselves to be. 
Other experiments have shown that the accuracy of auditory localization 

is increased if subjects are allowed to move their eyes in the direction of the 
target [6]. Hence our ability to point to the source of a sound more accurately 

in the light than in the dark. 
The physiological maps of auditory and visual space are mutually aligned, 

with the visual map dominant, in the sense that visual spatial distortions 

tend to introduce acoustic spatial distortions, but not visa-versa. The next 

question is how is this alignment learnt? 

3 Visual supervision of auditory localization 

learning 

Although it is not well understood how humans acquire their auditory visual 

spatial alignment, experiments have shown that new born infants as young 
as 2 days old are capable of directing their visual attention to off center 
sounds [12]. Also it has been shown that infants become visibly distressed 

upon observing their mothers speak to them while the mother's voice is 
displaced in space [1]. Their ability to perceive this discrepancy indicates 

the existence of some initial, albeit crude, perceptual alignment. 

The situation is better understood in the case of barn owls where Knudsen 

and his colleagues have done a great deal of work in elucidating how the 
auditory and visual senses combine [8] [7] [9]. Their work suggests that 
although owls are capable of crude acoustic localization soon after birth, 
improving this initial crude localization capability is a supervised learning 

process, with the visual system acting as the supervisor. Studies of barn 

owls have shown that animals raised with one ear plugged make systematic 

errors in auditory localization when the earplug is removed [10]. These errors 
are soon corrected for in the case of those birds with normal vision. However, 

birds deprived of vision by blindfolding never learn to correct their constant 

auditory errors. Even more interestingly, birds fitted with prismatic lenses 

immediately after removal of the stopper adjust their auditory localization 
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to match the errors induced by the prisms1. Here then is direct evidence of 

the role vision plays in acoustic localization learning, at least in the case of 

owls. It is probably not unreasonable to assume a similar learning process in 

humans. 

4 A learning paradox 

An interesting paradox arises if we accept the basic premise that accurate 

acoustic localization is learnt by seeing the location of an acoustic visual 

object and then recording the mapping between this perceived visual location 

and the corresponding acoustic sensory inputs. The paradox is this; the 

auditory visual spatial mapping can be learnt using only those acoustic visual 

inputs which arise from spatially coincident sources. However to decide if this 

is the case accurate acoustic localization must have already been learnt! 

One possible solution to this paradox requires the assumption that tern-

porally correlated acoustic and visual signals are spatially coincident, irre-

spective of the reality. An existence proof for such an assumption is the 

"ventrilo-quism" effect. That is, when viewing a dummy which has its mouth 

movement synchronized with a ventriloquist's voice, it is common to perceive 

the voice as coming from the direction of the dummy's mouth, not the ven-
triloquists [14]. A similar effect occurs when watching television, i.e. speech 

sounds are usually perceived as coming from the actor's visual images on the 

screen, not the speakers at the side of the television. The most important 

variable for achieving such an effect is synchronized movement between the 

mouth and sounds. A delay of even 0.2 seconds between mouth movements 

and speech sounds leads to a large decrease in the ventriloquism effect [5]. 

That the effect breaks down at separation angles greater than about 30 de-

grees may well be due to the resolving power of any initial crude localization 

capability. It seems reasonable to speculate that the ventriloquist effect is 

simply a side effect of the temporal/spatial correlation assumption required 

for learning a common auditory visual spatial mapping. 

1 As long as the visual and auditory errors were within the same quadrant of directions. 
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5 A learning scenario for the head/eye/ear 

system 

Here at ATR we are in the process of constructing a head/eye/ear system 

capable of autonomously learning its own common auditory visual spatial 

mapping. Very briefly, the system comprises of two color cameras (eye retina) 

mounted upon 2 degree of freedom servo motors (eye muscles). Servo motors 

being chosen in favor of stepper motors to allow rapid human like eye motion. 

Acoustic input is provided by two miniature omni-direction microphones 

mounted inside Bruel and Kj aer ear pinna simulators (see figure 1). Just as 

in a biological system the spacing between the ears and the relative delays 

introduced by the acoustic system are unknown. Acoustic visual stimuli are 

provided by a computer controlled speaker/light array. 

Based on our interpretation of the psychophysiological evidence and prac-

tical engineering constraints the system employs the following simple learning 

algorithm. First visually reactive saccades are learnt. For those unfamiliar 

with the terminology, a visually reactive saccade refers to the ability to cen-

ter a visual object on the retina based solely on the visual error signal [4]. In 
the simplest example, a light hits the retina where its position is encoded in 

retinal (pixel) coordinates. The visual error signal is simply the offset from 

the center of the retina. The eye motors move in response to this visual 

stimulus and a new error signal recorded. Gradually the system learns to 

move its eyes to center the light in the retina. This learning is completely 

self contained within the visual motor system. With this ability the vis叫

motor system can thus provide the eye motor coordinates of any given visual 

object by performing a visually reactive saccade to the object and reading 

off the resulting motor coordinates. 

Once the ability to perform visually reactive saccades has been acquired 

the system is presented with a series of temporally and spatially coincident 

acoustic visual stimuli. Currently such stimuli are produced by playing a 

sound from a speaker upon which a light is mounted. The eyes saccade to 

center the light, and the eye motor coordinates are recorded. Simultaneously 

the auditory system records the corresponding acoustic stimuli and a map-

ping is built up between the acoustic stimuli and eye motor coordinates. In 
the current system the acoustic stimuli comprise of the left and right ear 

power spectra and the mapping is represented by a Gaussian probability 
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distribution of acoustic stimuli for each motor position. 
Importantly the learning process is entirely autonomous; the system sim-

ply responds to the visual, or acoustic visual stimuli detected by its sensors. 

Obviously it is necessary for the majority of the acoustic visual stimuli to be 

spatially coincident in order to learn the correct spatial mapping. We pos-

tulate however that this is simply mirroring the real world. If this were not 
the case then humans would not have evolved to make the temporal spatial 

correlation assumption. 

Once the above auditory visual spatial mapping has been learnt the sys-

tem is capable of moving its eyes to visually center a sound source, even in 

the absence of any associated visual stimulus. In addition sounds can be 
used to attract the attention of the eyes to acoustic visual objects outside 

their visual field. 

6 Future 

Having learnt a common auditory visual perceptual space, the system is po-

tentially able to exploit the subsequent integration of acoustic and visual 

information arriving at its sensors [18]. We are currently working on devel-
oping such algorithms. 
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Figure 1: The ATR head/eye/ear system 
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